On Mondays, SCS TODAY typically focuses on upcoming events that may be of interest to the SCS community. Because of this short week, today I’ll just provide a few reminders, mostly in an effort to help keep everyone in SCS safe, well and informed.

BE SMART | STAY SAFE | WEAR A MASK | PLEASE!

— A reminder that there are no classes on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday of this week in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. I hope you enjoy some well earned time off!

— Starting Monday, November 30: all instruction will take place remotely, continuing remotely through the end of the semester. Approved research activities may continue on campus.

— Whether you are in the Pittsburgh area or far from here, please be sure to read CMU’s response to Pennsylvania and Allegheny County’s most recent guidance and stay up to date on Pennsylvania’s latest guidance-at-a-glance of COVID-19 information for travelers.

— If you’re still interested in submitting a logo design for the upcoming SCS DAY, the deadline for design submissions has been extended until next Monday, November 30.

Until Wednesday,

---- Martial

SCS NEWS | SCS EVENTS

All of us share A Tartan’s Responsibility and as members of the CMU community we must do our part to prevent the spread of COVID-19. If you plan to come to campus, you must complete the CMU Self-Assessment Survey. Even if you’re not coming to campus, CMU Community Health & Well-Being strongly encourages daily completion of the survey.

REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES
CMU Coronavirus Updates & Information and FAQ | CMU Health Services, 412-268-2157
SCS Alerts & Resources | For Students | For Staff | For Faculty | For Researchers
Connect with a Dean’s Advisory Committee if you have questions or concerns you want to share.